


he submerges, water compresses the
air in the suit reducing the buoyancy.
A relatively safe method is to add a
few pounds of weights, then submerge
to twenty or thirty feet and check to
determine if an excess positive buoy-
ancy still exists. More or less weights
can be added as needed to obtain neu-

tral buoyancy at the desired depth,

This was my first formal "diving
manual." The next year David Owen pub-
lished his exceptional diving manual, A
Manual jbr Free-Divers Using Compressed
Air [2]. I' ve included his explanation of
buoyancy control since this manual only
exists on the bookshelves of a few old tim-

ers:

One pleasant characteristic of free
diving is the weightlessness in water,
which enables the swimmer ta pro-
ceed in any direction with surpris-
ingly little effort. The same neutral
buoyancy allows various submarine
acrobatics and maneuvers, to the
beginner's delight.
A standard 70 cubic foot Aqua-Lung
tank charged to 1800 pounds per
square inch and with the regulator
attached � selected at random by the
author � weighed 36 pounds in air and
2.1 pounds in water. The same tank,
when effectively exhausted, had a
positive buoyancy of about 4 ounces in
sea water.

In addition to the weight of the 70
cubic foot Aqua-Lung�.1 pounds! the
author requires another 3 paunds
ballast for approximately neutral
buoyancy in sea water while using
swim trunks. In fresh water, how-
ever, the author is slightly heavy
 negatively buoyant! with no ballast.
A cold water exposure suit will re-
quire much more ballast, perhaps 15
pounds, for neutral buoyancy in sea
water, because of the diver's changed
displacement.
It must be kept in mind that the
individual buoyancy and ballast re-
quirements will varygreatly, depend-
ing on the body build  or specific grav-
ity! of the diver. Some people even
tend to sink in salt water, without a
suit, and with lungs full of air, Nega-

tively buoyant swimmers, perhaps 3%
ofindividuals, should be aware of their
pecuharity.'
Ballast a@ustment may depend on
the type of activity planned. If much
stationary or heavy work on the bot-
tom is anticipated, the diver may pre-
fer to be quite heavy, For most under-
water activities, however, the free
diver will prefer approximately neu-
tral buoyancy and the following ad-
justment procedure is recommended:
With the cylinder s! about 50% ex-
hausted and wearing fhll equipment,
the diver should enter water about 9
feet deep. While uprightin the water,
with arms and legs motionless, the
diver exhales as much as possible. If
neutral, he will sink slowly to the
bottom, only to begin rising at the
same rate as a full breath is taken. If
this is not the case he adds one pound
at a time until thisbalanceis achieved.

Often, a beginner will find his buoy-
ancy apparently "changing" after div-
ing for a time. This will happen if he
did not completely exhale or inhale,
as descried, during the buoyancy test.
Adjustment to neutral buoyancy en-
ables a free diver to make smail depth
corrections simply by breathing con-
trol. Otherwise, much cylinder air is
needlessly wasted through constant
maneuvering to maintain a desired
depth level. If the above procedure is
used, the diver will find himself
slightly heavy at the beginning of the
dive with a full tank, and slightly
positive when the tank is exhausted.
This results in the most eiFortless
dive.

Well, that is the way it was nearly
four decades aga for an earlier generation
of diver. Take nate of two considerations.

�! the very careful adjustment of ballast
 to the pound!, and �! breath control. To-
day, after nearly 40 years of evolution in
scuba diving and equipping the diver with
nearly 400 worth of power-inflated buoy-
ancy control equipment, one of the pleas-
ant characteristics of free diving is still the
weightlessness in water which enables

the swimmer to proceed in any direction
with surprisingly little efFort."
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To quote a line from a TV commercial,
"You' ve come a long way, Baby!" So true!
Scuba diving has come a long way in these
40 years. Easy breathing single-hose regu-
lators, pressure gauges, "octopus" regula-
tors, decompression microprocessors, thin
fabric dry suits, and buoyancy control de-
vices  BCD! lor buoyancy compensators
 BC!] are all common items for the modern
scuba diver. It's great to be a scuba diver
today!

For nostalgia sake, let's turn back the
pages of time and think about that pre-BC
scuba diver. There were some great divers
years ago. Names like Cross, Owen, Stewart,
Tillman, Morgan, Limbaugh, Parks, Fane,
Benin, Pedersen, Erickson, and Brown, to
name only a few, bring memories of good
days and good diving to many readers  and
I do apologize for the many equally great
divers that I did not mention!, Do you real-
ize that all of these divers survived and
erjoyed scuba diving without the buoyancy
control device? Amazing! Wt's go back to
the beginning of modern scuba diving dur-
ing WW II  that's the big one! on the Medi-
terranean coast in the south of France,
Cousteau, Dumas, Tailliez, and their col-
leagues slipped silently beneath the sur-
face of the sea with this breathing device
called the aqualung � and modern
"humanfish" was born. Enough historical
daydreaming! Just keep in mind that they
also did it without a BC.

Have you ever seen a Frenchman dive?
Have you ever seen a Cousteau dive? Sure
you have. Each year thousands of feet of
Cousteau fllm are shown on TV and in
theaters throughout the world. How many
BCDs have you seen on the Cousteau team?
Not many! I once had the rare honor of
diving with Phillipe Cousteau. I watched
Phillipe prepare for the dive. He donned
borrowed equipment and slipped into the
water to adjust his ballast. And, believe it
or not, he came up and asked for a one-
pound lead weight. For a few great mo-
ments in my life as a diver, I was privileged
to observe the most, graceful and skillful
movements underwater that I had ever
seen. And it was all accomplished without
the use of a BCD � just ballast adjustment
and breathing control. Some years later I
was to observe a similar divingtechnique at

a NAUI instructor course when I swam
with ayoung diver named Craig Barshinger.
He had learned to dive "the French way"!

If all of these early divers did so well
without BCDs, why does every diver use a
BCD today? How and w'hy did the BCD
evolve? To be perfectly honest, I do not
know all of the howe and whys or the who' s.
To me there appear to be two evolutionary
paths. Many divers wanted some sort of
emergency personal flotation device that
could be carried on their person. Cross �]
describes the Res-Q-Pak as follows:

The Res-Q-Pak is a small, inflatable,
water wing type float, folded into a
plastic packet measuring about 1 x 2 x
3 inches, By squeezing, a CO' car-
tridge is punctured inflating the unit.
It can be clipped to the swimmer's
trunks or tied to a belt ifhe is wearing
a suit When inflated, it will support a
200 lb. man. However, when used in
an emergency, all weights, such. as
weight belt, shouM be released to ob-
tain maximum safety.

Several similar "emergency floats" were
marketed in the early years.

In the 1950s the U.S. Navy underwa-
ter swimmers were using a "life preserver."
In my old copy of a booklet titled Underwa-
ter Swimmers School Class Notes the fol-
lowing is stated [3]:

The UDT Yoke Type Life Preserver is
most e%cient in that it is lightweight,
reasonably small, and may be quickly
inflated eitherby a single nonmagnetic
CO, cylinder or orally. This preserver
is worn on all water operations for
safety precautions. A small light may
be attached for night operations. This
is one item that will deteriorate rap-
idly unless cared for. Another section
of this book contains full maintenance
and repair of the life preserver. KNOW
IT AND ABIDE BY IT.

This booklet and subsequent UDT and
UDT/SEAL handbooks made similar refer-
ence to the yoke-type life preserver and
contained fairly detailed instructions on
how to patch the unit and maintain the CO,
cylinder inflator [4,5]. The U.S. Navy Div-
ing Manuals of 1963 and 1970 [6,7] desig-
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nated the yoke-type inflatable life jacket as
mandatory for underwater swimmers and
scuba divers. It is interesting to note that
no reference is made to buoyancy compen-
sation in any of these early manuals. The
unit was apparently designated for safety
and emergency flotation.

The influence of the U.S. Navy's div-
ing program is obvious in the earlier years
of recreational scuba diving and instruc-
tion. In the 1960s most scuba diving in-
structors had a copy of the U.S. Navy Div-
ing Manual in their personal libraries.
Today, I doubt if that is the case. As you
will see later, the U,S. Navy's opinions are
often inconsistent with modern trends in
recreational scuba diving equipment and
procedures.

When and why did the trend toward
modern buoyancy compensation begin?
Buoyancy compensation of one form or
another has always been a part of scuba
diving. Some early divers blew air into
their dry suits by placing the mask skirt
under the hood, This compensated, to some
degree, for suit and hood squeeze; it also
compensated for loss of buoyancy as air
was squeezed from the suit during descent.

The modern wet suit diver is truly a
free diver. The diver does not want to be
concerned with descent ascent lines, ad-
justing weights for various dive depths, or
the limitations that might be imposed on
multi-level diving by a fixed buoyancy ad-
justment. In some respects this modern
breed of scuba diver might be considered
too lazy to deal with weight belt a4just-
ments on a per dive basis. On the other
hand, today's scuba diver may be consid-
ered a more intelhgent" diver who takes
advantage of modern technology.

There is also concern among some
instructors and "old timers' that many
individuals with poor swimming skills are
now training as scubadivers. In such cases,
the BCD has become a substitute for swim-

ming ability and physical fitness.
The advent of foamed-neoprene wet

suit diving played a major role in the evo-
lution of buoyancy compensation. Com-
pression of a 1/4-inch foamed-neoprene wet
suit results in the loss of about 5 pounds of
buoyancy between the surface and 30 feet;
9 pounds loss at 120 feet.

Air consumption also plays a role in
buoyancy variation. Eighty cubic feet of air
weighs about 6 pounds. This means that the
diver will bebetween 5 and6 pounds heavier
at the beginning of the dive than at the end.
And since many divers plan to dive to their
greatest depth at the beginning of the dive
and spend time in shallow water at the end
of the dive, the implications are obvious.

If we combine the compression of the
wet suit and the weight of a full cyHnder of
air, the diver will be about 8 to 9 pounds
heavier at the beginning of a 120 foot dive
than at the end of the dive when swimming
at 30 feet. If the diver plans to decompress
at 10feet, then he/she will be about 3 pounds
more buoyant than at 30 Feet. In the final
analysis, the diver may experience a 14 to
15pound buoyancy variation over the course
of the dive.

Buoyancy, ballast a@ustment, and
buoyancy compensation values depend upon
a number of variables. First of all, each
diver is an individual. The buoyancy of that
individual will depend primarily on size
 displacement!, weight, body composition,
tidal volume, vital capacity, psychological
condition  relaxation vs. anxiety!, and res-
piratory minute volume  or RMV; minimal
exertion vs. exercise!. A larger person gen-
erally will be able to compensate for a greater
degree of buoyancy compensation through
adjustment of the breathing pattern than a
smaller individual because of a large vital
capacity.

The diver's equipment will also make
a difference, The diver wearing a full V4-
inch foamed-neoprene wet suit will no doubt
have to make some artificial or equipment-
assisted buoyancy adjustment  in other
words, put some air in the BCD at some
point in the dive!. The diver wearing a 1/8-
inch wet suit maybe able to compensate for
all buoyancy variations through breathing
adjustments alone. Keep in mind that air in
the BCD also compresses during descent
and that you also have to compensate for
this compression factor. It is desirable to be
able to start the dive with no air in the BCD.

Another thing that divers tend to for-
get is that buoyancy changes when equip-
ment changes, The buoyancy characteris-
tics of a steel 70 cylinder are different than
those of an aluminum 80. A large knife is
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heavier than a small knife. Add a V8-inch
vest or take ofi'your gloves and there is a
slight change. Some wet suits lose a slight
bit of their buoyancy with age. Remember,
good divers a4tust the ballast "to the pound!"

Experience is a great "changer ofbuoy-
ancy." I have seen divers remove as much
as 8 pounds of weightfrom their weightbelt
during their first year or so of diving. One
dive guide told of an individual who, with
proper retraining, removed 22 pounds of
lead from his belt during a one-week dive
trip. Experienced divers simply become
more relaxed, theirbreathingpattern evens
out  reduced tidal volume and RMV!, they
gain skill in handling themselves in the
water, and in the above case, finally receive
proper instruction in diving.

WEIGHTING THR DIVER

As previously stated, the amount of weight
required to achieve proper buoyancy de-
pends on a number of factors and should be
re-evaluated on a regular basis. Every time
the diver changes suits and size of cylinder,
weights must also be a@usted.

Many instructors tell their students
to use 10 to 15% of their body weight as a
base figure. However, they occasionally fail
to emphasize that this is only a rough esti-
mate fora diver wearinga V4-inch wet suit.
Other instructors will weight the student
to be essentially neutral at the surface at
the beginning of the dive. The diver will be
about 5 pounds "lighter" at the end of the
dive because of air consumed and may have
difficulty maintaining control during the
last 20 feet of ascent.

Today, the trend is moving toward
very careful weighting of divers. Finally,
the haphazard approach to diver weighting
associated with the promotion of BCD sales
is behind us, Divers and instructors are
also more environmentally sensitive. Con-
sequently, proper weighting in order to
prevent damage to delicate corals is now
becoming fashionable. There is also more
awareness of the significance of control
during ascent and making precautional
decompression stops at 10-to 30-foot depths.

Many authorities now recommend that
a diver be weighted so that he/she is neu-
trally buoyant at approximately 15 feet

with 300 to 500 psig of air remaining. This
should accommodate a controlled ascent.
Many divers will be able to adjust for minor
buoyancy changes using breathing tech-
niques alone, especially when diving in
thinner wet suits or dive skins, Others will
use a small amount of air in the BCD.

Unfortunately, dive guides still tell
horror stories of over-weighted divers de-
molishing coral reefs. Some divers arrive in
the tropics and insist that they need 10 to
20 pounds more lead than the guide deems
reasonable. Many victims of diving acci-
dents prove to be significantly over-
weighted.

When all is said and done, proper
weight selection becomes a matter of trial
and error. The prudent diver will develop
"weight awareness" and continuous1y ad-
just weights until he/she establishes per-
fect buoyancy control.

COhQ%NSATING FOR BUOYANCY
CHANGII

By now it should be evident that a number
offactorscontrol diverbuoyancy. The diver,
in turn, has three major mechanisms of
compensating for buoyancy change�
weights, breathing, and buoyancy control
device. In addition, the diver can change
swimming position in order to direct some
component of the kicking force upward or
downward and thus assist in maintaining
a given depth level. However, this is a
haphazard and energy demanding tech-
nique that should not be substituted for
proper buoyancy adjustment.

In my opinion, the Pret and most im-
portant factor is proper weight selection.
Unfortunately, many dive shops rent, large
hip-weights to divers for open water train-
ing. It is easier to deal with two large
weights than 6 or 8 two- and three-pound
weights. A one-pound weight is hardly ever
seen today,

Once the diver has determined the
appropriate amount of weight for a given
configuration of equipment, changes in
buoyancy associated with air consumption
can generally be made by slightly altering
breathingpatterns  slightly deeper or shal-
lower breath!. However, many people will
introduce a small amount of air into their
BCD.
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Buayancy changes associated with
V4-inch wet suit compression are gener-
ally neutralized by injecting small burst of
air into the BCD. Keep in mind that this air
will expand and dramatically change buoy-
ancy as you ascend to shallow water, air
must be discharged in a controlled fashion
 short bursts! as one ascends. Some indi-
viduals with large lung capacities can even
compensate for wet suit compression by
slightly altering their breathing pattern.

LEhRNING BUOYANCY CONTROL

Before you can master buoyancy canal
you must learn to relax and breathe nor-
mally underwater. Breathing rapidly and
deeply can cause significant changes in
buoyancy with each breath. Beginriing
divers should control their descents and
ascents by using an anchor line or descent
line. This practice allows for precise control
and increased diver confidence. You can
make mistakes and have time to correct
them because of your hold an the line, Soon
you will learn to feel your buoyancy change
with each inflation or deflation of the BCD
and eventually each time you inhale and
exhale. With experience you will gain an-
ticipation � you will anticipate what will
happen as you inflate and deflate your
BCD. Yau will anticipate what will happen
as you change depth. You will instinctively
adjustbuoyancy as you ascend by discharg-
ing air from your BCD.

As you gain experience you will find
that you. can fine tune your buoyancy by
adjusting your breathing pattern. If you
are properly weighted and essentially neu-
tral, you will find that ifyou stop breathing
in the middle of a normal inhalation or
exhalation you will remain motionless in
the water. Keep in mind that it is better to
learn this skil! at 50 or 60 feet rather than
30 feet because slight changes in depth will
not produce as dramatic a change in vol-
ume. Do not practice this skill in shallow
water!

Once you master buoyancy control,
you will rarely have to touch your BCD
during a dive. Proper weight a/ustment,
the initial compensation, and relaxed
breathing is the key. Simply stop in the
water column and breathe, Keep in mind

that kickmg momentum and body angle
may be covering poor buoyancy control. Do
you sink if you stop swimming? If so, yoii
have not mastered buoyancy control.
Many of the above points were emphasized
in an excellent article in Skin Diver Maga-
zine from which the following quotation
was also taken [I0}:

If you are a master of buoyancy con-
tral, you will rarely touch you BC
during the course of a dive. The ulti-
mate teat! In 60 feet of water, wearing
the correct amount. of weight and be-
ingneutrallybuoyant, croszyour legs.
Have yaur vest inflator in your left
hand as you. would normally during
an ascent. But instead ofkicking gen-
tly to ascend, try to control your as-
cent with your breathing. Breathe in,
ascend a foot or so, and stabilizeyaur-
self at this new depth by exhaling.
Repeat these steps, again anti again.
When you reach 30 feet, descend to 60
feet and do it again. Never fill your
lungs completely and don't hold your
breath. It will take time to master
this skill.

I have included this quotation since
many of you will read it, or similar items in
magazines. Please be careful if you decide
to try such tests of skill. The above proce-
dure is truly a denianstration of buoyancy
control mastery. However, it does have a
slight element of risk. I encourage you ta
master hovering at a fixed depth, ideally
adjacent to a line which you may grab for
control, if necessary.

HISXuRICAL NOTENS ON BUOYANCY
COMPRNHATION

How did the early scuba diver survive with-
out the advantages of madern buoyancy
control devices  BCD!? First of all, these
scuba divers simply mPusted their weight
belts for the dive depth, equipment worn,
and diving conditions. A diver might plan
to begin a dive slightly heavy, compensate
for the negativebuoyancyby taking slightly
deeper breaths on each breathing cycle,
and end the dive slightly light. It worked!
For deep dives, especially where suit com-
pression became more of a factor, the diver
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would begin the dive slightly light, descend
to a depth where he/she would be approxi-
mately neutral about half way through the
dive, and ascend in a positive buoyant
state. One key to making this system work
comfortably was the use of a shot line  or
weighted descent-ascent line!. At the be-
ginning of the dive the diver would "pull"
himself/herself down the line and breathe
relatively shallowly until the suit com-
pressed. At the end of the dive he/she would
control ascentby holding on to the weighted
line, To decompress, the diver simply
wrapped his/her leg around the line to
Tnaintain position.

Some divers made up special weights
with snap hooks. The weight was snapped
to a ring on the diver's weight belt to assist
during descent. The descent line was also
fitted with rings or loops at various depths.
As the diver descended and the suit com-
pressed, he/she simply snapped the extra
weight to the descent line. The weight
would be retrieved on the way back to the
surface in order to maintain a comfortable,
controlled ascentand facilitate decompres-
sion. I remember scores of very pleasant
deeper sink hole dives using this tech-
nique.

As divers went deeper, carried more
equipment, and developed less apprecia-
tion for the descent-ascent line, they began
to experiment with self-contained buoy-
ancy control systems. My first BCD was a
plastic gallon bottle attached to a D-ring on
my scuba harness. Air was placed into the
bottle from the regulator exhaust. Some
divers carried the bottles in their hands,
By proper positioning of the bottle, a good
swimming position could be achieved with
minimum effort. Ascent could be controlled

by dumping small amounts of the expand-
ing air from the bottle throughout ascent.
The bottle did increase drag and, if hand-
carried, required the continuous use of one
of the diver's hands.

Somewhere around 1960 the jixed-
volume, open end BCD appeared, Both
single and double chamber models were
used. This unit consisted of a small metal
or plastic cylinder closed at the top and
open at the bottom; at least one model had
the bottom of the unit partially closed with
only a small opening on the bottom side.

When the diver entered the water, he/she
would invert and fiH the cylinder s! with
water, When buoyancy compensation was
necessary, air was injected into the top of
the chamber via a hose from the first stage
in order to displace the water m the cyhn-
der. During ascent the air in the cylinder
would expand and the diver would periodi-
cally invert to discharge some or all of the
air. Controlled dumping of air by inversion
was not an easy task. Some divers fitted a
second discharge hose and valve to the top
of the cylinder thus enabling them to easily
control the amount of air in the cylinder
during ascent, The cylinder s! retained air
as long as the diver was swimming in a
position with the head slightly higher than
the feet  some considered a 30' position to
be acceptable!;however, if the diver changed
to a slightly head-down position, the air
would dump and the diver would lose all
buoyancy control,

Recreational diversbegan experiment-
ing with using inflatable life preservers as
BCDs in the 1950s. Earlier units were ac-
quired through military surplus Mae West
lifejackets! or "borrowed" ?! from commer-
cial airlines. The size and position of the
oral inflation hose made the units slightly
awkward to inflate underwater and required
some interestingmaneuvers to deflate. The
UDT vest was available to the recreational
diving community on a limited basis, but it
did not achieve high popularity. I remem-
ber purchasing the UDTs for less than $25,
and I still consider it to be one of the most
comfortable units that I ever used, though
I seldom used it as a BCD. It was simply
there in the event that I got into trouble on
the surface or had to assist another diver on
the surface.

Probably the first true BCD to be in-
troduced to the American market was the
Fenzy, which was imported from France
somewhere around 1968. This was one of
three air bottle BCDs marketed in the
United States, Instead of the more tradi-
tional CO, cylinder, this BCD was equipped
with a small compressed air cylinder that
could be reNled from a diver's scuba cylin-
der. The air was used for buoyancy compen-
sation as well as surface inflation. This was
one of the most rugged and well-constructed
units to ever appear on the American mar-
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ket; however, it was expensive  by 1968
standards! and never achieved wide popu-
larity. The air bottle BCD is still used in the
United Kingdom and throughout Europe.
The British used this type of BC for an
emergency breathing/ascent apparatus.

By the early 1970s every major manu-
facturer was selling at least one, if not
several, BCDs. Twenty to 30 models were
available. Buoyancy compensator design
begins to evolve in two different directions.
The more conventional collar-type  front-
mounted! BCD that fit around the diver' s
neckhad undergonenumerousrefinements.
Large inflation-deflation hoses had been
added and positioned near the top of the
BCD so that the diver could easily dis-
charge air from the BCD. Air hoses had
been attached to the regulator first-stage
and inflation valves to the BCD, thus en-
abling the diver to add air  adjust buoy-
ancy! with the simple push of a button, Air
could be discharged similarly. New buzz
words such as life capacity, filling rate, and
exhaust rate fueled the competitive scene.

In about 1970 the At-Pac appeared on
the scene. This unit consisted of a horse-
shoe-shaped bag fitted to a scuba backpack.
Thebackpack washollow and couldbe fille
with lead pellets for ballast  to replace the
weight belt!. A quick-release door on the
bottom of the backpack enabled the diver to
jettison his ballast in an emergency. This
was a significant departure from the con-
ventional BCD design and developed as a
second evolutionary path. In fact, the entire
diving community started dividing into two
camps, the At Pacers and "otherwise." A
segment of the recreational diving commu-
nity accepted and aggressively promoted
the At-Pac training and diving philosophy.
I remember standing on the shore of
Salisbury Quarry and being told that I was
an unsafe diver because, "Any diver that
did not use an At-Pac was an unsafe diverl"
At least seven diving equipment companies
marketed the back-mounted or buoyancy
compensating pack  BCP!, generic names
for this design, by the mid-70s.

In the search for the ideal buoyancy
control device  or buoyancy compensator as
it was caller in the earlier days! several
excellent designs were developed but, for
one reason or another, never gained popu-

larity in the diving community. In my opin-
ion, Rory Dickens, a Florida cave diver,
published the best paper ever written on
buoyancy control theory in 1973 [8]. Based
on an analysis of such factors as the diver' s
center of buoyancy, center of gravity, longi-
tudinal axis, lateral axis, stability, and so
on, he suggested that the ideal BCD would
be a'bagmounted on straps so thatit could
be moved back and forth during the dive."
This bag would be positioned on the diver' s
front  chest-stomach area!.

At least one moor manufacturer did
market this type afBCD, and several smaller
firms made them on a custom basis. One
major manufacturer took this concept one
step further and designed/marketed a dual
bladder front-mounted combination BCD
and lifejacket. This unit "tested well" in an
evaluation of BCDs conducted by the U.S.
Navy [9]. The lower bladder, located over
the diver's stomach, provided precise and
comfortable buoyancy control. And, by in-
flating the upper bladder which encircled
the diver's neck, the diver's head was held
out of the water in an emergency. This
design concept seemed to phase out a few
years later and this excellent BCD never
achieved popularity.

Another innovative BCD design, and
probably the most radical departure from
conventional design, was the back-mounted
constant-volume automatic buoyancy con-
trol system which also appeared in the late
1970s. A rigidbuoyancy chamber, instead of
the conventional flexible bag, was integral
with the backpack and also contained the
diver's weights. The system operated on a
principle similar to that af a submarine
ballast system. The chamber was fitted with
valving to discharge air and admit water.
Air also fed directly from the scuba cylinder.

To dive, you first opened the valves at
the surface to allow air to escape and water
to enter until you started to sink. At about
30 feet, the point at which the major effect
of suit compression had been experienced,
the diver adjusted buoyancy by admitting
air into the chamber from the scuba. The
volume of air in the rigid container was
fixed. A demand system injected more air
into the system as the diver descended and
vented air as the diver ascended. Total buoy-
ancy capacity was about 60 pounds.
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The system also allowed the diver to
preset the rate of ascent, and ascent was
then autoxnatically controlled by discharg-
ingexpanding air through an overpressure
relief valve. In the event of buoyancy loss,
the weights could be manually released.

The system was relatively coxnplex to
use properly and much more bulky than
conventional units. The unit never received
a high level of diver or instructor accep-
tance, and its manufacture was discontin-
ued several years after it was introduced.

Throughout the 1970s the divers, in-
structors, and manufacturers debated the
merits  and demerits! of difl'erent BCDs.
Lift capacity seemed to be important to
some debater - divers and ranged from 15
to 57 pounds. One scholar suggested that
only about 10 pounds of lift was required to
hold a diver's head out of the water and
that a BCD with 18 to 20 pounds of buoy-
ancy would be more than adequate. A noted
national training director felt that it should
be at least twice that figure and another
expert gave a range of 25 to 50 pounds. Lift
capacity is still with us today. At least one
BCD currently available has a rated buoy-
ancy lift of 80 pounds,

Other divers seemed more concerned
about how fast they could inflate and de-
Rate their BCD; full inflation times ranged
from about 3 to 15 seconds while deflation
times ranged from 3 to 22 seconds. Both lift
capacity and fill rate were important fac-
tors in the use of the BCD for emergency
flotation on the surface as well as emer-
gency buoyant ascents. I remember watch-
ing in amazement as divers trained in
"emergency buoyant ascent procedures" at
Salisbury Quarry. A diver would depress
the power inflation button at a depth of
about 40 feet and shoot to the surface.
Some divers cleared the water surface to
their weight belts. I was operatinga hyper-
baric chamber facility at that time, and one
of our few "less than successful" treat-
ments was a youngman who experienced a
severe embolisxn during such a training
ascent.

Many divers and instructors were con-
cerned about surface fhtation position.
Would the inflated BCD hold the diver' s
head out of the water or under water at the
surface? What if the diver was panicked?

What if the diver were unconscious? Gener-
ally, whatif? This debate raged through the
'70s and into the '80s. All of this seems
rather elementary now. My new "Super
Duper Mark XIII Mod 4" BCD includes the
following disclaimer printed directly on it,

'EMERGENCY FACE UP FL OTATION
kfAY NOT BE PROVIDED

FOR ALL %ZAPZAS AND CONDTIONS.
A quick review of the manufacturer's

instruction manual that came with my other
BCD revealed �! 'The XXX YYY ZZZ is not
an emergency life vest, but is a means of
compensatingbuoyancy. and�! "Be aware
that the XXX YYYZZZ may notfloa a diver
on his back with his head and mouth out of
the water. Well, there it is, in print, the
BCD is a BCD, not a life saoing deUice,

Now that that little issue has been
resolved, let's get back to 1977. That was
the year Scubapro revolutionized buoyancy
compensation with the introduction of the
Stabilizing Jacket." In some ways it was

the beginning of the end for front mounts
andback-mounts. The1acket-style BCD com-
bined the best ofboth worlds into a single
unit. The diver was now literally surrounded
by a buoyancy bladder. Radical in design,
aggressivelypromoted, widelyaccepted,and
expensive � all the key ingredients to suc-
cess if you add one more, Highly copied!
Today, the jacket-style BCD probably rep-
resents 90% or xnore of the BCD sales in the
United States. Some dive stores only sell
front-mounts and back-mounts by special
order; they don't even stock saxnples. How-
ever, in 1990 the back-mounted BCD began
making a comeback.

The jacket-style BCD is now available
in a number of design variations. Some
units are adjustable and others are sold by
"size"  x-smaH tox-large!. The original wrap-
around stabilizer jacket was basically a
single air bag attached to the scuba back-
pack and it encased the diver's entire upper
body hke a vest. The BCD was also the
scuba harness and backpack. Air xnoved
freely throughout the entire BCD to seek
the highest point dependingupon the diver's
attitude  position! in the water. Conse-
quently, no large pocket of air was formed
behind the diver's neck as in the collar-type
 front-mount! units, and the diver could
more easily xnaintain a "horizontal" swim-
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mingposition. In essence, the scuba floated
slightly oR' of the diver's back, thus sus-
pending the diver in the BCD and increas-
ing diver comfort. As the diver changed to
a vertical position for ascent, the air shifted
to the shoulder area for better vertical
ascent control. At the surface, the fully
inflated BCD floated the diver in a vertical
position high in the water with air in front�
under the arms, behind the neck, over the
shouMers, and in the back.

Several manufacturers later elimi-
nated the under arm portion of the bladder
and replaml it with a fixed. or adjustable
fabric panel. This eliminated the under
arm bulkiness and allowed for greater free-
dom of movement at the surface. The popu-
larity of the jacket-style BCD grew from
the diver's desire for a unit that facihtated
a horizontal swimming position underwa-
ter, reduced the number of straps to a gust
and items of equipment to put on when
preparing for a dive, and left the chest
unencumbered.

TOOAY'8 BCD

Today, the BCD evolution continues, The
bulky "bag-in-a-bag" models of a few years
ago are yielding to the trimmer single bag
units. Compact designs with limited drag
characteristics  resistance to movement
through the water! and smaller size for
packing are increasing in appeal to the
traveling diver. Dry suit divers and an
increasing number of tropical divers favor
open-frontmodels with a4justable and sepa-
rating front shoulder straps, The diver is
looking For comfort and freedom of move-
ment.

Some BCDs now incorporate weight
pockets directly into the BCD waist assem-
bly. The weights may be dropped indepen-
dently on some models by opening quick-
release Velcro closures or simultaneously
wi th a cable release mechanism. The ideal
of weights as an integra1 part of the BCD-
scuba system is still a subject far debate.

One manufacturer has made a radical
departure from traditional BCD design by
developing a very small donut" shaped
BCD that fits betwee a conventional scuba
backpack-harness assembly and the cylin-
der. The BCD inflation hose is approxi-
mately 1/4-inch inside diameterrubber hose

with a unique power inflation-deflation
device. There is no oral inflation capability!
A small rubber inner tube  motor scooter
type! is contained in an outer nylon bag
which controls the amount of inflation and
distribution of air within the BCD. The unit
is absolutely wonderful for limited buoy-
ancy compensation  ideally, 10 pounds or
so; maximum 18-20 pounds!. Unfortunately,
the unit is a significant enough departure
from conventional units that most trained
divers will have to retrain in its use. It is not
a lifbsooing dev ice/ Persons using this BCD
will have to rethink and retrain in diver
assistance and lifesaving procedures.

BUOYANCY COMPRNSATION VS.
LD%84LV1NG FLOTATION

Mostmanufacturers clearlydefine that they
build and market buoyancy control devices,
not "life preservers." However, most diver
rescue procedures, either self-rescue or sec-
ond party rescue, involve use of the BCD at
some point in the rescue procedure. Are we,
the divers and instructors, misusing a piece
of equipment? Unfortunately, the Ameri-
can diver lives in a law suit society where
nearly anyone can be sued at any time for
anything. Diving instructors and the div-
ingequipmentmanufacturers are especially
vulnerable. Regretfully, the manufactur-
ers have been forced into this position. I will
spare you my dissertation on our society
and its legal system. However, in a way this
whole attitude places us all "between a rock
and a hard spot.

It becomes paramount that we under-
stand both the capabilities and the limita-
tions of the equipment that we use and
teach others to use. Unfortunately, very
few organizations are in the diving equip-
ment evaluation business, If we review
equipment evaluation information pub-
lished in popular dive magazines, we might
conclude that "everything is wonderfuL
The U.S. Navy evaluates diving equipment
periodically and publishes its findings. Un-
fortunately, many instructors and most
divers never see these publications. And,
many recreational diving community au-
thorities are quick to point out the fact the
the U.S. Navy's criteria are not intended

for or consistent with the standard of prac-
tice in recreational diving!" This is espe-
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cially true if the U.S. Navy does not agree
with the recreational diving viewpoint.

In 1980 the U.S. Navy published a
report on the evaluation of 14 commercially
available buoyancy compensators [9]. One
of the conclusions stated in that report was:

Back-mounted and jacket-style BCs
are functional and have application in
specific diving situations. However,
trainingand operational requirements
preclude Navy use of these type corn-
pensators.

The report further stated:

Since it is imperative that a Navy
diver be able to ditch his scuba gear on
the surface without losing his flota-
tion, any jacket style BC whose harness
is integral with the BC is unsatisfac-
tory.

Modern trends in recreational diving
seem to dismiss the possibility that a scuba
diver will ever encounter a situation in
vrhich he/she will be required to "discardhis
scuba on the surface and desire to retain his

flotation system," Numerous salespersons
and instructors have supported this fact
when asked the question, "What happens if
I have to ditch my scuba and I need emer-
gency flotation?" Some claim that that situ-
ation will never arise in the real world of

diving, Maybe? Maybe not?
Several of my instructor friends and

former students responded to the question
by saying that they could 'reach back and
release the cylinder from the backpack and
thus retain their BCD." I tried and it worked.
However, the Navy also included this option
in their evaluation and reached the follow-
ing conclusion [9]:

Once the scuba tanks are disconnected
from the [brand name], the BC floated
the diver face down. The weight of the
tanks kept the diver's center of gravity
and center of buoyancy in the right
relationship to float a diver face up.
Without the tank weight, this rela-
tionship no longer existed.

In the final analysis, it appears that
diver surface floating attitudes  positions!
without scuba have not been considered as
an important factor by most divers and
instructors if one considers the dominance

of the jacket type BCD in the recreational
diving community today. Over the past
years I have observed numerous training
dives where the jacket-type and back-
rnounted BCDs were used for skin diving"
exercises. I do encourage all instructors to
make their students aware of the possibil-
ity that some BCDs do not float you in a
face-up position under all conditions.

Although it is only academic to most
recreational divers and diving instructors
at this point, I will present one more of the
Navy's conclusions [9]:

The conventional horse collar [front-
mounted] style BC always floated a
diver face up in an emergency.

Very few divers and instructors con-
sider other potential emergency applica-
tions of the BCD. During a recent diving
trip in the Bahamas I encountered a boat-
ing situation which reminded me of the
potential value of my BCD in the event of a
boating mishap. In attempting to mrtneu-
ver through a narrow channel in the reef in
heavy seas our boat nearly capsized. I real-
ized that my diving buddy and I were the
only persons wearing flotation equipment
at the time of the incident. Since the boat
was not equipped with life preservers, we
had donned our front-mount BCDs as a
safety precaution prior to entering rough
water.

At this time I do wish to assure the
reader that I am not trying to discourage or
encourage the use of one type of BCD or
another. I simply encourage divers and
instructors to be aware ofboth the capabili-
ties and limitations of their chosen equip-
ment.

I have also observed some other inter-
esting recent trends in recreational diving.
Regardless of the current buoyancy corn-
pensation only attitude, I still consider my
BCD to be an emergency flotation device,
and I do use it for both skin diving and
scuba diving. For the record, I still equip my
personal BCD with a secondary CO, infla-
tion system. In fact� I do consider this to be
a very important part of my flotation sys-
tem. Since I do not have a power inflation
capability  from the scuba! when akin div-
ing, I consider the COz system to be my
primary emergency system in that mode of
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diving. I also advise my students to have
CO~ inflators on their BCDs.

This certainly isn't the case for a large
segment of the recreational diving commu-
nity. Recently one of my students bought a
complete diving outflt from a major south-
eastern Michigan diving equipment retailer.
As previously noted, despite trends a few
years ago I ask my students to select a BCD
with a CO, inflation system. One student
was purchasing an expensive BCD with a
power inflator and requested that the sales-
person also install a CO, unit. The salesper-
son insisted that the student did not want
such a device on his BCD, This salesperson
apparently would not sell him one. From
my standpoint, the salesperson lost a $35 to
445 sale and placed hia store in a poten-
tially awkward position in the event that
that student would be involved in a diving
incident where the presence of an inflation
device might save his life. Power inflators
do little for you if you are skin diving.

Why are some people so opposed to the
use of a CO, inflation system? Why is the
apparent dissatisfaction so prevalent and
aggressively supported? I am aware of CO,
system corrosion and malfunction, and I
admit that the quabty of the present units
could be improved. However, is this a rea-
son for total rejection? I suggest that the
CG, system can potentially be an important
component in diving safety.

Divers must be taught both the ad-
vantages and the limitations of all compo-
nents of their diving equipment, and the
CO, inflation system is no exception. On the
other hand, very few instructors discuss
maintenance and repair of such compo-
nents. To my knowledge, very few dive
stores offer an inspection/repair service for
BCDa and CO, inflation systems. Even with
proper maintenance, the CO, inflator will
corrode and deteriorate in time and muatbe
periodically replaced. Is this unreasonable?
No! Divers maintain and periodically re-
place many components of their equipment.
Is this an unnecessary expense? No! Per-
sonally, I will pay the added cost for the
added margin of safety.

MArmxw~cz

What about the failure aspect to which ao
many divers and instructors refer? Any-

thing can fail, anytime or any place! I sug-
gest that many of these failures are the
result of careless inspection and mainte-
nance procedures on the part, of the diver, I
remember one Instructor Training Course
staff member that walked up to an instruc-
tor candidate and pulled hia CO, inflator
cord. The entire assembly fell ofF in his
hand. The staff member handed the assem-
bly to the candidate and walked away shak-
inghis head. Who was at fault? The manu-
facturer? The stafF member? The diver?
The BCD had been used by the diver for
several years. However, the diveI had ap-
parently never pulled the CO, inflator cord.
I suggest that the diver should have peri-
odically teatedhis complete system to verify
satisfactoqr operation.

It is an accepted fact that any item of
diving equipment is subject to deteriora-
tion. This was recognized by the U.S. Navy
years ago and complete instructions in-
cludingdiaassembly,inspection, repair, and
reassembly are included in their underwa-
ter swimmer manuals for maintenance of
the CO, inflation system [3,4,53.

As long as I am discussing mainte-
nance, let's consider BCD power inflators
and combination inflator-regulator units.
Malfunction of a power inflator or BCD
exhaust valve can result in either uncon-
trolled ascent as a result of uncontrolled
over-inflation or failure to maintain buoy-
ancy because of air loss. How often do
divers have these components inspected,
lubricated, and overhauled  or replaced!?
Divers, such failures have occurred! How
many divers have their inflator-regulator
units inspected annually along with their
regulators? Remember, this is your BCD
inflator/deflator and your alternate air
source regulator.

I recall one incident when a diver
using a two-year-old BCD apparently could
not get the BCD to hold air underwater.
Upon loosing buoyancy he apparently
struggled to ascend and/or sank uncon-
trolled to the bottom. The diver died! The
BCD waa identifled as the cause" and
damages were awarded to the surviving
widow. The BCD had apparentlyfunctioned
well for two years. Had the BCD ever been
professionally inspected? Had the valve
been teated for satisfactory operation be-
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fore the dive? Why didn't the diver simply
discard his weight belt  it was still in place
when the body was recovered!?

I recall another incident when an in-
structor was hurled out-of-control to the

surface as his BCD inflator-regulator unit
stuck and instantly inflated his BCD to full
capacity  about 50 pounds buoyancy!. The
diver was carried to the surface in a few
seconds" and lost over 100 pound of air from
his scuba before he could disconnect the

BCD hose, Interestingly, he had had trouble
with the unit before.

It is absolutely essential that youmain-
tain your BCD in accord with the
manufacturer's instructions and test it for
proper operation prior to each dive. Use
common sense and do not become a BCD

dependent diver!

BCD DEPENDENcv

Dependence! I fear that some divers are
completely dependent on their diving equip-
ment for survival in the sea. Every diver
should be capable of surviving in the sea
without the aid of any equipment. In my
opinion a diver should not enter into a recre-
ational open water diving situation in which
he must depend upon the equipment in order
to survive. Can a diver independently sur-
vive a complete buoyancy system and scuba
failure at 100 feet? Yes, if the diver has been
properly trained and progressively develops
both the physical and emotional skill to dive
safely to this depth! In simplest terms, the
diver should be able to release his ballast
system and successfully complete a controlled
emergency swimming ascent. It is well docu-
mented that most accident victims fail to
release their weight belts in emergencies
that could be resolved by establishing posi-
tive buoyancy.

I fear that many persons receiving diver
certification cards lack the watermanship,
physical fitness, and psychological prepara-
tion to deal with a diving adversity without
the aid of their equipment, Should a diver be
capable ofmaintainingsurface flotation with-
out the aid of a BCD? Absolutely! A V4-inch
foamed neoprene wet suit provides about 15
to 20 pounds of buoyancy IF you drop the
weight belt.

What about rescues? Should a diver be
capable of completing a rescue without the

aid of a buoyancy system? Yes! Some diving
instructors suggest that there is no place for
conventional ARC-type life saving practices
in scuba diving. Keep in mind that the
buoyancy system is an aid to rescue, not a
replacement for skill and fitness. I suggest
that all divers should be encouraged to com-
plete a standard lifesaving course where
they can learn rescue and assist procedure
without equipment aids. For those who feel
this is "unnecesssgy I simply say, "What is
wrong with being a better swimmer and
capable of unassisted lifesaving?" Please
don't misunderstand me. I encourage the
use of aids whenever available. However, I
discourage total dependence on such aids.

Szzzc TING a BCD Toaav

When you go to a large dive shop to purchase
a BCD you may be confronted with 20 to 30
different models. A BCD will range in cost
from $285 to @00. Ideally, before you pur-
chase a BCD you should have an opportu-
nity to dive with that BCD, at least in a
swimming pool, Many divers will purchase
the same model BCD that they use in train-
ing while others look for newer and more
innovative designs. I certainly encourage
divers to shop around and try various mod-
els before making a final  and expensive!
selection.

Keep in mind that most dive shop
employees and instructors will have per-
sonal biases. These biases may reflect any-
thing fram their prior training and the type
of diving that they do to the fact that they
are overstocked on a particular BCD that is
going out-of-style next year or a BCD that
gives the greatest profit margin.

Be certairi that the BCD fits properly.
Some salespersons have a tendency to rec-
ommend too large BCDs. For example, two
of my former students were both sold BCDs
that were one size too large. No doubt the
salesperson anticipated that they would use
them for dry suit diving. These individuals
only plan to use them with a wet suit and
dive skins.

I too have my personal biases! The
following are factors that I would consider
in selection a BCD today. These opinions
may or may notbe shared by other instruc-
tors or sales persons.
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Whet type af diving do you intend to
do? If most of your diving is going to be in
the tropics in a thin neoprene suit or dive
skin, you may wish to select a low proNe,
low capacity unit. If you intend to use a dry
suit for cold water diving you should cer-
tainly consider an open-front model with
adjustable shoulder straps that can be un-
buckled for donning and doffing. If you are
planning to do skin diving you should also
consider a low-pra6le coHar style BCD. Same
all-around divers own as many as three

BCDs,

What general 8'uxracteristic should you
consider? I feel that, currant trends favor a
BCD that has a low in-water proNe which
oÃers minimuin resistance ta movement
through the water. For this reason single
bladder or bag BCDs appear to be favored
over double bladder units. However, there
are exceptions. Some manufacturers ofback-
mount units use an elastic outer bag that
coinpresses the inner bladde~ in order to
maintain a law pra61e. This system seems
to work well. More divers seem to be select-
ing BCDs that are Iess restricting and have
an open-front for tropical diving as well dry
suit diving. The adjustable, separating
shoulder strap complements securely 6t-
ting the BCD to the diver's body as well as
donning and doffing scuba. Finally, the
traditional "hard pack" models appear tobe
loosing ground ta the newer "soft-packs."
Many people feel that saft packs are more
comfortable and they certainly pack more
coinpactly for the traveling diver. Other
people are concerned about cylinder move-
ment, but soft packs have improved signifi-
cantly recently.

BCDs also have a number of different
attachment devices  for consoles, safe-sec.
ands, and the like!, pockets, changeable
color panels, inflator mechanisms, and so
on. These items will have tobejudged on an
individual basis.

A COe cylinder was mentioned previ-
ously. Should I select a BCD with a CO~
cylinder? The concept of an independent
emergency inflatian system is sound. How-
ever, modern tends in BCD design have
precluded a CO, inflation system, Only a
few manufacturers still offer it as an option.
The modern BCD is �! only a buoyancy
control device, �! is, for all practical pur-

poses, not intended to be be used for skin
diving, and �! is designed for air inflation
from the scuba Modern trends in diver
education have �! ridiculed and condemned
the CO, system, �! de-emphasized skin
diving, and �! promoted diving procedures
that rely strictly on the air inflation system,
Consequently, the diver has little choice in
the matter.

Earlier information in this chapter
was very supportive of front-mount BCDs.
ShouldI buy a front-mount BCD? The front-
mount BCD is versati1e, safe, and inexpen-
sive  in comparison to a jacket-style BCD!.
However, good front mount BCDs are dif6-
cult to find and seldom seen in scuba diving
today. Admittedly, they are less satisfac-
tory as a buoyancy control device. However,
they excel for skin diving and rescue  skin
or scuba diving!. Keep in inind that a sepa-
rate back pack is required for the scuba, and
equipment preparation and donning re-
quires additional steps. The diving indus-
try and educational agencies have so fa-
vored the jacket-style BCD that the modern
diver has little choice in the matter.

If you do plan to skin dive I recom-
mend that you seriously consider purchas-
ing a compact front-mount snorkeler's unit
in addition to your jacket-style BCD used
for scuba diving. However, use of the
snorkeler's buoyancy unit for scuba diving
is discouraged.

CONC LUSIONB

Buoyancy and buoyancy control is a major
aspect of modern scuba diving. The modern
BCD is used for both buoyancy compensa-
tion and as a rescue aid. However, the BCD
or any other item of diving equipment must
not become a substitute for watermanship
and physical fitness. The diver should be
completely competent in the water both
with or without the equipment.

Is diving and diving instruction being
complicated and, to same degree, compro-
mised by our society's aggressive legal sys-
tem! In a diving accident who is really at
fault? The equipment? The diver? The in-
structor? These questions can only be an-
swered in a court of law on an individual
case basis. For the time being, divers and
instructors must do their part to proinote
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